2021 Mini Pupillage Feedback
“Working at your chambers as a mini-pupil was a great experience as I was able to
get extremely useful insight about working as a family law and civil law barrister. I
also had the opportunity to interact with experienced barristers and gained
invaluable advice for my future legal career. I particularly loved the atmosphere of
the chambers as everyone was very welcoming and courteous. I would highly
recommend to all aspiring barristers to apply for a mini-pupillage at Pallant
chambers.”
“A mini-pupillage at Pallant Chambers gave me a holistic introduction to a career
at the bar, from shadowing a Barrister in court to discussing Opinions, the
environment and content of the mini-pupillage made it an enjoyable, educational
and impactful experience.”
“My mini-pupillage at Pallant Chambers allowed me to have a real insight into
areas of law I hadn’t had any exposure to at University. The barristers I shadowed
were all so approachable and had time to talk through the tasks I was given as well
as giving really helpful advice!”
“My experience at Pallant Chambers has been an extremely insightful and exciting
opportunity. I was able to enhance my legal skills in both the family and civil legal
sectors. Working on a real civil matter pertaining to family homes enabled me to
consolidate and practically apply my knowledge in this area of law. Furthermore,
attending multiple hearings allowed me to observed the advocacy skills of
practising barristers, which I will be able to apply in my future mooting
competitions.”
“Was a very useful and interesting experience that gave me a good insight into
being a barrister. It has made me even more certain its the career for me.”
“The barristers are very helpful and explain in detail how the work is done.”
“The team at Pallant Chambers were incredibly kind and welcoming during my
mini-pupillage, and I had the chance to ask plenty of questions. This opportunity

to see the work of barristers first-hand has given me a better insight into life at the
Bar which is important going forward.”
“I would truly recommend undertaking a mini-pupillage at Pallant Chambers to
anyone thinking about a career at the Bar. I did not only attend court hearings or
shadow barristers, but I also was able to complete paperwork independently, which
enabled me to step into the shoes of a barrister. I constantly received constructive
feedback and also assurance on every piece of work I completed. The team at
Pallant is also very friendly and welcoming; the clerks and the barristers made every
effort to allow me to feel at ease, and they were very generous with their time.”

